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Glossary
AWS
EC2

EBS

Reserved Instance

Spot Instance

Amazon Web Services
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud is a web service that
provides resizable compute capacity in the cloud. It is
designed to make web-scale computing easier for
developers
Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS) provides block
level storage volumes for use with Amazon EC2
instances. Amazon EBS volumes are off-instance
storage that persists independently from the life of an
instance.
See http://aws.amazon.com/ebs/ for more
information.
Currently only available on AWS, reserved instances
are exactly the same as normal instances (servers) but
the hourly charge is significantly lower but an upfront
fee is required.
Currently only available on AWS, spot instances are
exactly the same as normal instances (servers) but
customers set the maximum price they are willing to
pay per instance-hour. Customers can then run those
instances for as long as their bid exceeds the current
Spot Price (which is set by AWS and fluctuates based
on demand).
See http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/spot-instances/ for
more information.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background

AGWsoftware1 was commissioned by the ALTO UK open education project
(http://alto.arts.ac.uk/), based at the University of the Arts London (UAL) to
evaluate various cloud providers as possible hosting solutions for an extended
version of the UAL Process.Arts2 website. Examining the feasibility of moving
this website to the cloud was part of the planning for an envisaged shared UK
service to support open education activities in art and design higher education
institutions. The reasoning behind considering a cloud-based service was that,
after discussions with the UAL IT services, we came to the conclusion that
supporting such a shared service was likely to be beyond the means of a single
institutional IT department. This report contains the findings from the analysis
carried out by AGWsoftware and also provides cost estimates for running a
shared service in the cloud.

1.2 Agility
In 2012, as this report is written, higher education, particularly in the arts, is in a
prolonged period of financial and political pressure that may continue for some
time. Open educational initiatives such as ALTO may provide opportunities to
develop positive and creative response to this difficult situation. However, in
open education, as in any other area of enterprise, the ability to respond quickly
and effectively to solve problems and grasp opportunities can mean the
difference between success and failure. Institutions are not always able to move
as quickly as events require, particularly in the area of information technology.
Meeting this challenge is the driving force behind the production of this report.

1.3 About This Report
This report assumes the reader is either a developer with some experience of
setting up and managing web servers and wants to know more about this subject,
or is a manager who wants to get an idea of the benefits, costs and risks of using
cloud services. Please note that the short glossary at the front of the report should
be consulted.
We are making this report openly and freely available under a Creative
Commons licence because the ALTO project is an open educational project and
this is in keeping with the ethic of open education. We hope it will be useful to
others who are in a similar position of considering making use of cloud services,
as it is based on a real-life project that had a pressing need to find out more about
this area.
This report makes no claims for complete coverage of the subject and it is not
intended as a beginners guide to cloud services. It is a reflective account of what
we have found out about the subject in connection with some practical problems
our project has had to investigate. Neither do we claim that this report is an
unbiased account, there is a bias in this account in favour of speed and flexibility
as we are approaching this from a project requirements viewpoint.
From what we have found out so far, and as you will see in the recommendations
and conclusions, a measured and considered approach is needed to see if a cloud
1
2

http://agwsoftware.com
http://process.arts.ac.uk
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service is right for you. A pattern for doing this might be summarised as an
iterative cycle of: Examine – Test – Analyse - Evaluate – Pilot – Evaluate Decide – Implement – Evaluate. It should be observed that this approach is based
on the assumption that you either employ or have access to the human talent to
do this. If you do, then the cloud may be a really useful and valuable option to
have at your disposal and could have the potential for cost savings and efficiency
gains. If you don’t have access to such human talent then you will most likely be
looking at paying a third party to supply the required expertise.
The pattern of investigation described here may be transferable but the context
and conclusions are not. Every project or envisaged service will be different;
hence our stress is on a measured and investigative approach. To make a good
decision you will need to know enough about your project and its users and their
behaviours, this is not always easy and you need to avoid simplistic assumptions.
Possibly the strongest driver for using a cloud service is the opportunity costs
involved in not doing so. Increasingly it is likely that considering cloud services
will be part of any project planning and development process.

1.4 Scope
The cloud providers considered in this report are the market leaders, namely:
•
•

Amazon Web Services3
Rackspace4

The EduServ5 cloud service, which was announced on 10th January 2012, may
also be relevant to consider despite being a very recent offering. The service is
not fully operation at the time of writing and all information contained in this
report regarding their service is based purely on information gathered from the
EduServ website6. Even more recently the Janet Brokerage7 service has been
announced, which aims to facilitate educational institutions to contract-out some
of their IT requirements to commercial providers. It is clear that cloud services
are entering the mainstream in the education sector. This report should help the
reader to evaluate what these emergent cloud services can provide.

1.5 Pricing Note
All cloud provider rates and features mentioned in this document are accurate at
the time of writing and are subject to change in the future. The cost projections
described later in this report are calculated estimates only and should not be
considered as exact costs. It is impossible to accurately predict the exact cost as
bandwidth and storage usage will not be static. It is possible that the actual costs,
should the service move to a cloud provider, be lower or higher than the
estimated figures.

1.6 Summary
The main benefits of using a cloud service are the speed and flexibility that this
makes available, this can be particularly important for project work where timing
and responsiveness are critical. Central institutional IT service departments are
not always able to respond to new project requests for web services as quickly as
they would like to. Having access to the right human talent is critical to
3

http://aws.amazon.com/
http://www.rackspace.co.uk/
5
http://www.eduserv.org.uk
4

6

7

http://www.eduserv.org.uk/hosting/cloud-computing/education-cloud
http://www.janetbrokerage.ac.uk
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effectively make use of cloud services. Also, arranging for realistic costing and
budget management will be essential as these are commercial services that will
require payment in full and on time. For these reasons proper forward planning is
important to make best use of these cloud services when formulating new
projects and planning new funding applications that involve web service
requirements.
The costs of transferring a service to the cloud depend on a wide range of factors
and simple financial costs are not the only things to consider. For instance, we
found that the costs of running the existing service in the cloud would be broadly
the same as hosting the service internally. However, starting a new shared
service with a large and growing user base would not be possible at all using the
existing UAL infrastructure, so some sort of externally hosted solution is needed
for that envisaged development.
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2 Benefits and Risks of using the Cloud
Cloud Computing is a recent and important paradigm shift in the field of
computing and service hosting which allows organisations to pay only for the
computing power and storage they use rather than paying a significant amount
for dedicated hardware and related services which could potentially be underutilised. Cloud computing is also know as ‘utility computing’ due to the analogy
of public utility companies such as phone and electricity providers – customers
only pay for what they use.

2.1 Increased productivity for projects and developers
Cloud computing can increase development teams productivity by a reduction in
internal processes. Most institutions have a dedicated infrastructure team who
organise servers and hosting for internal services and projects, which can impose
a severe bottleneck on a project that needs to operate quickly. Throwing money
at an internal service will rarely work either, as it will be constrained by a wide
range of factors. If team members on the project have the necessary skills to
administer a server, they could launch their own servers in the cloud within
minutes rather than waiting on the dedicated infrastructure team setting up a
server (which can take months in some organizations). It is also worth noting
that a developer would normally have greater freedom using a cloud server setup
by the project than an internal server hosted within an institution. Developers
would be able to install software themselves without needing intervention by the
infrastructure team. This is of great benefit to a project with skilled developers,
which needs to operate with agility.

2.2 Potential reduction in costs
Depending on the usage of the service, moving to a cloud provider may reduce
hosting and operating costs as there is no initial outlay for expensive hardware
(which will become outdated) and the customer is only billed for the resources
that are used. If a server isn’t required for a certain period, it could be stopped
and no running charge would be incurred.

2.3 Scalability
Additional computing power is available on demand by the click of a mouse – no
need to physically upgrade a server or purchase a new one when it becomes
outdated.

2.4 Reliability
Most cloud providers offer data centres in multiple distinct geographical
locations around the world. This provides much greater service reliability as the
service architecture can be designed with failover in mind, which could
otherwise prove highly expensive if physical machines were purchased and colocated with hosting companies internationally.

2.5 Flexibility
Additional servers could be run for specific tasks such as training or demos,
which could provide the same service, but changes would not affect the live
service. (e.g. test deposits into the service as part of a training day). If these tasks
are short-lived then the usage charge could be nominal (potentially much cheaper
than obtaining the same resource for an unnecessarily long duration from a
hosting company).
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2.6 Content Delivery and High Availability
Some cloud providers also offer advanced features such as video streaming
services and load balancing which would normally be very expensive to run in
house due to hardware costs and staff required to install/configure. These
solutions are easy to configure via cloud providers such as Amazon and require
no specialist training.

2.7 Storage and Preservation
Reliable low cost storage solutions are achievable via cloud providers. Normally
providers replicate data across multiple physical disks and across multiple
geographical locations to prevent data loss. Replicating data across multiple
cloud providers could reduce the risk of failure even further and be an important
part of an effective digital preservation strategy for institutions. Data can also be
encrypted before storage if there are security and privacy concerns and normally
storage costs are very low. Storage can also be expanded simply at the touch of a
mouse – there are no limits to the amount of data you can store.

2.8 Replication
A server image can be “cloned” and archived as a machine image. Subsequent
servers can be started from this blueprint thereby reducing setup and
configuration time for new servers.

2.9 Risks
The very things that make cloud services attractive (speed and flexibility) also
constitute the cause of the main risks. Being able to establish web services
quickly means not enough consideration may be given at planning stage to using
an internal solution and in some cases not consulting with an internal service
provider at all. It would be easy to quickly become dependant on an external
provider and incur large costs with an on-going commitment that was not easy to
change. Paradoxically, the increased use of cloud services is likely to need much
more long-term planning and coordination of information management activities
across an institution. This is especially important in the area of managing an
institution’s digital knowledge base and planning for migrating services and sites
into some kind of long-term archive. As already observed allowing your data to
be hosted by a third party may raise concerns about privacy - encryption is one
possible solution to that issue.
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3 Provider Analysis
3.1 Amazon Web Services Compared to Rackspace
The following table provides an indicative feature comparison matrix of features,
of relevance to the ALTO project. It is not meant to be an exhaustive list, if
further information is required, it is recommended that the individual hosting
provider websites are consulted for a detailed breakdown of their
products/services.
Feature
Launch on demand instances
Launch reserved instances with
reduced hourly rate
Spot instances (Enable you to bid
for unused capacity and set max
amount willing to pay per instance
hour)
Persistent storage (data survives
the lifetime of the instance)

Max number of instances allowed
Increase storage without upgrading
instance type (i.e. memory and
CPU)
Auto-scaling
Real time monitoring

Web based firewall

AWS
Y
Y

Rackspace
Y
N

Y

N

Y (but only on
EBS backed
instances which
incur higher costs
but better
performance)
20 (although more
can be requested)
Y

Y

Y
Y (basic
monitoring for free
or detailed realtime metrics via
CloudWatch at an
additional charge)
Y

Root access
Key based access from launch

Y
Y

Microsoft Windows supported
Linux supported
Load balancer option
Multiple data centers worldwide

Y
Y
Y
Y

50
N
Y (but only via 3rd
party solutions)
N (only stats
snapshots can be
created via the
management
console)
N (instances must
be configured
manually)
Y
N (must be
configured
manually. Root
password is
emailed to account
holder which is
significantly less
secure than AWS)
Y
Y
Y
Y
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Specify which geographical region
an instance runs

Snapshot backup of instances
Snapshot backups persist after
instance is deleted

Create own custom machine image
Content delivery via multiple edge
locations
Developer API (manage cloud via
calls from a software program)
Bulk import of data to cloud
storage (suitable for large amounts
of data)

Off site backup solution for
existing on site storage

Relational database cloud solution
Web based management console
Usage metric reports

Web based documentation

Y (8 regions with
multiple
availability zones
in each. Regions
are: US East
(Northern
Virginia), US West
(Oregon), US West
(Northern
California), EU
(Ireland), Asia
Pacific
(Singapore), Asia
Pacific (Tokyo),
South America
(Sao Paulo), and
AWS GovCloud)
Y
Y

Y
Y (AWS
Cloudfront)
Y
Y (Hard disks can
be physically
posted to AWS
and AWS staff
import the data – at
an additional cost)
Y (AWS Storage
Gateway currently
in beta. Data is
backed up to the
cloud and
encrypted for
disaster recovery)
Y (AWS RDS
supports MySQL
and Oracle)
Y
Y (highly detailed)

Y (highly
comprehensive for
developer and nondeveloper usage)

N (Accounts are
tied to a single
region only:
Although
Rackspace Cloud
is run out of
multiple data
centres in Texas,
Illinois and UK,
your account is
associated with a
single data centre
only and you can
only deploy to that
data centre)
Y
N (to maintain the
snapshot, an OnDemand server
image must be
created instead)
Y
N
Y
N

N

N
Y
Y (not as detailed
as AWS, just
covers basic
bandwidth and
running time)
Y (web based
knowledge base
but information
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Telephone Support

Log issues via web based ticketing
system
SLA

Managed service level

Y (only available
with Gold support
contract at min
price of
$400/month)
Y (only available
with Bronze
support contract at
$49/month)
Y (Annual Uptime
Percentage of at
least 99.95%
during the Service
Year for EC2)
N

harder to find than
AWS)
Y

Y

Y (100% Network
Uptime
100%
HVAC/Power
Uptime)
Y (Machines are
monitored for
uptime, patches
applied by
Rackspace all at
additional cost £65/month plus
instance hourly
pricing is
increased)

Table 1 Provider feature comparison table

3.2 Eduserv Cloud

The ALTO project may wish to consider the Eduserv Education Cloud8 as a
possible cloud provider for the following reasons:
•
•

JANET9 data transfer is free (presumably this would not apply to hosts
running outside the JANET network e.g. an end user on their own
broadband account)
Cheaper non-reserved per instance hour pricing than AWS and
Rackspace (see OpenStack PAYG table on the pricing page10)

Careful consideration should be made of the Eduserv offering however as price
should not be the only consideration:
•
•
•
•

The service is very new (not operational at time of writing this report
and prices are from April 2012)
A single data centre is used (compare this to AWS model of many global
geographical regions)
Performance comparison should be made to AWS and Rackspace
Unclear as to whether a web based management interface will be offered

8

http://www.eduserv.org.uk/hosting/cloud-computing/education-cloud
http://www.ja.net/
10
http://www.eduserv.org.uk/hosting/cloud-computing/education-cloud/pricing
9
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•
•
•

Cloud operating system used is OpenStack or vCloud. Rackspace use
OpenStack (which is open source) – Eduserv may therefore have some
of the same limitations compared to AWS
Service Level Agreement should be carefully considered (if one offered)
No mention of support pricing or support levels offered

It may be prudent to take advantage of the two-month free trial when the service
becomes operational and compare the offering to AWS and Rackspace (AWS
also offer a free usage tier for 12 months, see http://aws.amazon.com/free/).

3.3 Janet Brokerage

At the time of writing Janet11 (the national UK academic network) has
announced that it is going to launch a brokerage12 service that supplies cloud
services from 8 commercial suppliers. This has been arranged through a EU
tendering process and has resulted in the appointment of preferred suppliers by
Janet. The service will work by an institution contacting Janet to launch a ‘mini
competition’ for the cloud suppliers to bid for a contract according to a
specification prepared by the institution. The arrangement with the suppliers will
last for 4 years in the first instance.
This service will have attraction for many HE and FE institutions as it simplifies
the tendering process and avoids an EU tender competition for larger contracts
(as the brokerage has already been through that already). The service claims to
have negotiated prices down from the suppliers although pricing seems to be
subject to confidentiality agreements. The service levies a 2% surcharge on
contracts to cover its running costs. As this service is just in the process of
launching, it remains to be seen what the costing structures are and if the
administrative overhead is burdensome. It is likely that requests for cloud
services will be routed through institutional IT service departments. As with
existing in-house services, in some institutions this may result in a delay or nondelivery.

11
12

http://www.ja.net/
http://www.janetbrokerage.ac.uk
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4 Evaluation Strategy
The following diagram illustrates the process followed in order to evaluate the
cost of running a snapshot of the Process.Arts website within the cloud:

Figure 1 High-level diagram depicting the evaluation process followed

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Setup a micro instance with all relevant software and user accounts
Install a snapshot of the Process.Arts website and database
Create a machine image of this setup (i.e. a server blueprint)
Launch a more powerful instance on AWS and Rackspace which would
be suitable for production based on this blueprint
Run a load test against the more powerful install
Record bandwidth usage and other metrics necessary for cost analysis
Project costs based on various usage scenarios
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Given the time and budget constraints for the analysis, the AWS cloud was
selected as the source host to calculate costs. AWS also has a more complicated
pricing structure compared to RackSpace and as such made sense to use this for
an actual test.
Costs for Rackspace can be projected based on the results of the AWS load test
details i.e. bandwidth usage and server running time.
Please note a small Rackspace server was used as the client for the load test
when evaluating the AWS Process.Arts server in order to obtain accurate
bandwidth usage metrics for the AWS instance. If the client were instead based
within the AWS cloud (running under the same AWS account), the bandwidth
figures would have also contained the incoming requests, which would have
artificially inflated the costs. Remember, in a real life scenario, a client
accessing the service would be running on his or her own computer and the
incoming request would not be included in the service bandwidth charges.

4.1 Load Test Description
The purpose of the load test was to simulate activities of a single user with the
goal of determining the metrics required to calculate the cost of running the
service within the cloud – under a defined scenario. The load test was not
designed to calculate the performance of the server or calculate the breaking
point of the server i.e. the maximum number of simultaneous requests it could
handle. For information on performance of the server, please consult section 5.3.
The following user story describes the activities the load test performed to
simulate a typical user.
“George is a photography student from the UAL and is quickly mastering the
basics of photography but struggling to find out how to go from idea to setting
up a shot. He has an assignment due soon and is looking for help. He had
previously found helpful videos on Process.Arts before, so decided to have
another look. After loading the home page and scanning over the latest posts, he
clicked on the “Photography” section to see if there was anything useful there.
After loading, he noticed that there was a new posting titled “My Creative
Process” and thought that might be useful. He clicked on the title and found it
was a slideshow showing how a fellow photography student went from sketching
an idea on a whiteboard to final shooting. After taking a few notes, he noticed an
interesting title in the related resources section called “ALTO Cake (Final
Submission)”. Clicking on it showed a video, which according to the description
represented an artistic view of what ALTO stands for. He decided to download
the video so he could watch it later and then realised that he hadn’t logged in to
see if he had any messages yet! He quickly clicked the “Log In” link and after
supplying his username and password, he checked for messages. As there were
no new messages for him to read, he decided to log out and start idea sketching
but noticed the “Graphic Design” category. He remembered a friend of his had
submitted a resource on website design so decided to have a look. After loading
the “Graphic Design” category he saw the resource he was looking for –
“Branding & Identity – Website Design”. He realised the resource was submitted
as part of the recent ALTO competition and saw the hash tag at the top. He
clicked on the link to check out the competition and he just had enough time to
look at the “Most Viewed” listing before he realised he better get back to work
on his assignment and start sketching a few ideas.”
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The load test to simulate the above activities was executed at varying intervals to
provide cost projections for the following usage scenarios:
•
•
•

20 users per hour
10 users per hour
5 users per hour

The cost projections are covered in section 5.4.
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5 Findings
5.1 Reliability
A micro server instance was deployed within Amazon for the lifetime of the
analysis work and a Pingdom13 account created to monitor the uptime of the
instance.
The Pingdom report from 1/11/11 to 28/1/12 is show below:

Figure 2 Pingdom report for AWS micro instance showing 100% uptime

13

http://www.pingdom.com
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As the previous figure shows, the micro instance maintained 100% uptime and
no reliability problems at Amazon were experienced.
It should also be noted that no problems were experienced when testing
Rackspace instances but a server was not left running within their infrastructure
for the same amount of time as the AWS instance.
(Update as of 4/2/12 @ 17:03 – Rackspace London control panel fault resulting
in lack of access to manage servers etc. The following error was displayed for
every operation:

Figure 3 Rackspace control panel error

This problem was very quickly resolved however and access restored within
minutes).
Examination of the Rackspace support pages14 from November 2011 to January
2012 shows the following alerts, which were relevant to the London data centre:
•
•

6/12/11, priority maintenance for control panel and API. No access to
Cloud Servers control panel from 10pm-2am
10/01/12, priority maintenance for control panel and API. No access to
Cloud Servers control panel from 10pm-2am

It should be noted that the findings above are for a short time period (3 months)
and cloud providers are not without their problems (as with any hosting
organisation whether this is institutionally hosted or by a commercial provider).
This was highlighted most recently with a failure affecting the AWS cloud, in
particular the EBS volumes in the EU-West region, as explained by a ZDnet
article15. As with any 3rd party service, failures should be anticipated in the
planning process and the software architecture you use should be designed
carefully to minimise the risk of any single points of failure. Having data
replicated across devices (potentially globally) and even across different cloud
providers will reduce the risk of any problems affecting service availability.

14

http://status.rackspacecloud.com/cloudservers/
http://www.zdnet.co.uk/news/cloud/2011/08/10/aws-cloud-accidentally-deletescustomer-data-40093665/
15
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5.2 Instance Startup Times
The following times were measured when starting instances based on a
previously saved custom server image (i.e. a server blueprint) of similar size,
namely a clean Ubuntu image with certain packages installed e.g. Apache,
MySQL, PHP.

5.2.1 Rackspace
Rackspace
(London datacentre)
4Gb Memory instance
8Gb Memory instance

4/2/12
(between 5pm-6pm)
7 mins 7.3 secs
7 mins 57.6 secs

5/2/12
(between 12pm-1pm)
6 mins 32.8 secs
8 mins 59.5 secs

4/2/12
(between 5pm-6pm)
26.3 secs

5/2/12
(between 12pm-1pm)
27.1 secs

35.9 secs

32.3 secs

Table 2 Rackspace instance startup times

5.2.2 AWS
AWS
(EU-WEST 1b)
EBS based Micro instance (613 Mb
memory)
EBS based Large instance (7.5Gb
memory)
Table 3 AWS instance startup times

5.2.3 Summary
As the results above show, instance startup time via AWS is considerably
quicker than Rackspace. This could be an important factor if instances are
required at very short notice e.g. for scaling horizontally during peak traffic
periods.
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5.3 Performance
5.3.1 Java Performance Test
A Java performance test was carried out to determine a direct comparison of
CPU performance between Rackspace and AWS instances using the HeapTest
program16 (as used by Sun to test the performance of the Java Virtual Machine
and comprises of memory and CPU based tests).
This is how the HeapTest program works (from the Sun/Oracle website):
“The HeapTest program iterates through a number of loops of work. In each
loop, it performs a set of memory allocation and computation tasks. In the first
loop, HeapTest performs memory allocation exclusively. In the next loop, it
performs primarily memory allocation and some computation. With each
succeeding loop, it lowers the amount of memory allocation activity and raises
the amount of computation activity, until the final loop, in which all the work is
computation. No matter what mix of tasks it performs, the program equally
distributes the work it does across a number of threads. The maximum number of
threads HeapTest starts, and the number of loops HeapTest executes, depends on
arguments specified at runtime”
The test used up to 5 threads and with a loop factor of 15.
NOTE: To make the test fair across the different instances, the same version of
Ubuntu was used (11.10) with the same Java Development Kit (OpenJDK
v1.6.0_23).
The results in full can be found in Appendix A, a summary is shown below
(times are in milliseconds). A smaller value indicates shorter execution time and
this is better than results with higher values.

AWS Micro
AWS Large
Rackspace 4Gb
Rackspace 8Gb

Heap test
(5 threads loop 15)
2169
696
714
609

CPU test
(5 threads loop 15)
961
828
406
413

Table 4 Heap test summary results comparing execution times between AWS and Rackspace
instances

The above table shows there are performance differences between Rackspace
instances and AWS instances. For CPU intensive software, a Rackspace machine
offers approx. twice the performance according to this test.

5.3.2 Basic Web Site Performance
In order to ascertain a basic performance comparison of the cloud providers and
the current live Process.Arts site, a basic load test was constructed which simply
requested the front page of the Process.Arts site (running under Drupal). The
following load scenarios were then executed:
•
•
16

5 simultaneous users each requesting the home page 50 times
20 simultaneous users each requesting the home page 10 times

http://java.sun.com/developer/technicalArticles/Programming/JVMPerf/
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The load scenarios above were executed against the following configurations:
•
•

AWS Large Instance 7.5 GB of memory, 4 EC2 Compute Units (2
virtual cores with 2 EC2 Compute Units each), 64 bit, EBS storage layer
Rackspace 4Gb of memory, 4 virtual cores, 160Gb hard disk

The results are shown in sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 for each scenario with a
corresponding load graph measuring the CPU load on the instance during the
time of the test. The important line to pay attention to in the load graph is the
“%us” or blue line. This measures the CPU load for user-based processes i.e. in
this case Apache, MySQL and PHP.
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5.3.3 AWS Large instance performance
5.3.3.1 5 users, 50 requests each
Min sample time
Max sample time
Average sample time

Time (ms)
371
1741
1121

Table 5 Sample result times for an AWS 'large' instance during the load test for 5
simultaneous users issuing 50 requests each

Figure 4 Graph showing the CPU load for an AWS 'large' instance during the load test for 5
simultaneous users issuing 50 requests each
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5.3.3.2 20 users, 10 requests each
Min sample time
Max sample time
Average sample time

Time (ms)
722
9289
4915

Table 6 Sample result times for an AWS 'large' instance during the load test for 20
simultaneous users issuing 10 requests each

Figure 5 Graph showing the CPU load for an AWS 'large' instance during the load test for 20
simultaneous users issuing 10 requests each
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5.3.4 Rackspace 4Gb instance performance
5.3.4.1 5 users, 50 requests each
Min sample time
Max sample time
Average sample time

Time (ms)
588
1110
747

Table 7 Sample result times for a Rackspace 4Gb instance during the load test for 5
simultaneous users issuing 50 requests each

Figure 6 Graph showing the CPU load for a Rackspace 4Gb instance during the load test for
5 simultaneous users issuing 50 requests each
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5.3.4.2 20 users, 10 requests each
Min sample time
Max sample time
Average sample time

Time (ms)
922
7170
2799

Table 8 Sample result times for a Rackspace 4Gb instance during the load test for 20
simultaneous users issuing 10 requests each

Figure 7 Graph showing the CPU load for a Rackspace 4Gb instance during the load test for
20 simultaneous users issuing 10 requests each
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5.4 AWS Cost Projections
The following cost projections are based on the amount of data transferred during the load test outlined earlier in section 4.1 scaled up to a month of traffic
(30.5 day average).
NOTES: All prices are in US dollars ($), exclusive of tax (i.e. VAT) and illustrate the cost per month. Reserved costs shown do not include the initial
upfront fee required by AWS. To calculate a total cost for the year using reserved instances, the monthly figure should be multiplied by 12 and the upfront fee
for the reserved instance added. See the EC2 pricing page17 for more info.

5.4.1 20 users per hour
EC2 Bandwidth (first GB free)
EC2 Large Instance (not
reserved)
EC2 Large Instance (reserved,
medium utilization)
EBS Storage
Snapshot Storage (35Gb based
on Dec statement)
EBS I/O requests

Quantity
1021.325618

Unit
Gb

Price per unit ($)
0.12

Total ($)
122.5590741

732

Hour

0.38

278.16

732
40

Hour
Gb/month

0.16
0.11

117.12
4.4

35
273445920

Gb/month
per 1,000,000 requests

0.14
0.11

4.9
30.0790512

Non-Reserved Total
Reserved Total

440.1
279.06

Table 9 AWS monthly cost projection in US dollars ($) assuming 20 users per hour (also shows comparison between reserved and non-reserved pricing)

17

http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/
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5.4.2 10 users per hour
EC2 Bandwidth (first GB free)
EC2 Large Instance (not reserved)
EC2 Large Instance (reserved, medium
utilization)
EBS Storage
Snapshot Storage (35Gb based on Dec
statement)
EBS I/O requests

Quantity
510.1628088
732

Unit
Gb
Hour

Price per unit ($)
0.12
0.38

Total ($)
61.21953706
278.16

732
40

Hour
Gb/month

0.16
0.11

117.12
4.4

35
136722960

Gb/month
per 1,000,000 requests

0.14
0.11

4.9
15.0395256

Non-Reserved Total
Reserved Total

363.72
202.68

Table 10 AWS monthly cost projection in US dollars ($) assuming 10 users per hour (also shows comparison between reserved and non-reserved pricing)
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5.4.3 5 users per hour
EC2 Bandwidth (first GB free)
EC2 Large Instance (not reserved)
EC2 Large Instance (reserved, medium
utilization)
EBS Storage
Snapshot Storage (35Gb based on Dec
statement)
EBS I/O requests

Quantity
254.5814044
732

Unit
Gb
Hour

Price per unit ($)
0.12
0.38

Total ($)
30.54976853
278.16

732
40

Hour
Gb/month

0.16
0.11

117.12
4.4

35
68361480

Gb/month
per 1,000,000 requests

0.14
0.11

4.9
7.5197628

Non-Reserved Total
Reserved Total

325.53
164.49

Table 11 AWS monthly cost projection in US dollars ($) assuming 5 users per hour (also shows comparison between reserved and non-reserved pricing.
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6 Analysis of Findings
As section 2 outlined, there are many benefits for an organisation to move some
or all of its entire IT infrastructure to a cloud provider. This of course should be
balanced up with the prospect of relying on a 3rd party commercial provider and
it is prudent to consider aspects such as reliability and security along with cost.
Amazon Web Services (AWS) has a considerably broader range of services than
RackSpace and shows the maturity of the provider. For example the following
features are offered by AWS and not by Rackspace:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Content delivery via multiple global edge locations (AWS Cloudfront)
Ability to start servers in user determined locations around the globe
Detailed real time monitoring of instances (AWS Cloudwatch)
Spot and Reserved instances (which can significantly reduce instance
hourly cost)
Persistent snapshot storage beyond the lifetime of an instance
Auto scaling – new instances started automatically during peak traffic
periods
Range of database servers (RDS, DynamoDB, SimpleDB, ElastiCache)
DNS servers (Route 53)
Messaging services (SQS, SES, SNS)

Rackspace however, offers greater support levels for significantly less cost than
AWS and perhaps a limited feature set may appeal to organisations by
suggesting a less complicated service.
Both providers offer web based and API based access to the cloud platform and
both web-based consoles require little or no training for usage. Operating a cloud
based IT infrastructure however, demands staff with skills for server
administration and configuration (which is no different if the project managed its
own hardware internally).
This report has shown however, that there are key differences across the 2 cloud
providers, which are worth highlighting:
•
•
•
•

Instance startup times are considerably faster via AWS
Instance CPU performance was approx. 2 times faster for Rackspace
Rackspace instance backups (snapshots) did not remain after the instance
was terminated – a custom server image was required to persist the data.
This is not the case with AWS.
AWS instances security can be controlled via the web management
console (i.e. setting up a firewall with security groups and key based
login access). Rackspace instead sends an email containing the root
password of an instance upon startup and all security (e.g. firewall) must
be configured on the instance manually.

Even though there are differences between the providers, it is important to
remember that multiple providers can be used to deliver the solutions they are
best suited for. An organisation doesn’t necessarily have to choose between
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providers and limit itself to the feature set of one provider – a hybrid approach
could be used leveraging the best of each provider.
The choice of cloud provider depends on the features you wish to use from the
cloud and also the type of service you wish to migrate. If the service requires
intensive CPU processing, Rackspace may be a cheaper choice than AWS given
that the performance tests showed an equivalent server was approximately twice
as fast as AWS. Of course, a faster server could be obtained from AWS but this
would incur a higher runtime cost. Again, if support was a key issue, Rackspace
may again be a more suitable choice given their lower support costs and
managed servers. If your service however requires servers in different
geographical locations, AWS is the best candidate. Likewise, if features such as
media streaming to multiple edge locations around the world, auto scaling (i.e.
more servers are automatically started to handle peak periods of load), detailed
server monitoring and web based security setup are needed then AWS would be
a better choice.
Academic institutions in the UK have access to the national Janet18 network (one
of the fastest in the world), which does not charge individual users for bandwidth
(costs are recovered elsewhere from the sector). Such access to unlimited free
bandwidth and high performance networks is a great economic resource. But,
this alone is not enough, if your local IT department cannot get your project on
the web in a timely fashion then the free bandwidth argument becomes
irrelevant.
If your project is going to be expecting to deliver a lot of content (such as video
and images) to a high number of international visitors then using a cloud service
that provides a Content Delivery Network19 (CDN) option such as Amazon’s
Cloudfront20 may be a better option and a preferred one by your institutional IT
department. A CDN has multiple servers and copies of content situated around
the world to reduce network delivery times as well as load balancing tools to
maintain service during times of peak demand. If your project is going to result
in a very high level of traffic with significant bandwidth use then it might swamp
your institution’s web infrastructure.

7 Annual Cost Estimates for running Process.Arts in
the Cloud
7.1 Existing Process.Arts usage and configuration
Between January 13 and February 13 in 2012 there were a total of 3,777 visitors.
Of these 63% were from the UK. The total bandwidth consumed in this period
was 178 Gb.
The internal IT service department specification for supplying a web server to
host the existing Process.Arts website are as follows:
A virtual server with 2 CPUs running at 2.4 GHz using the Red Hat Enterprise
version of the Linux operating system with 4Gb of RAM and 500 Gb of Hard
Disk storage.
18

http://www.ja.net/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Content_delivery_network
20
http://aws.amazon.com/cloudfront/
19
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7.2 Running Process.Arts with Amazon Cloud Services
The most extreme load tests carried out for this report had a maximum load of 20
users per hour, which equates to 480 per 24 hours and 15,360 per month (about a
4 times increase on the current users) – please see section 5.4.1. The load tests
were also quite ‘ambitious’ in terms of anticipated bandwidth consumption by
assuming the users were all downloading a sizeable video file (64Mb) as part of
their ‘user journey’ this resulted in a projected bandwidth usage of 1,021 Gb per
month (about 6 times the current bandwidth).
Between January 13 and February 13 in 2012 the Process.Arts website
bandwidth used by the site was approximately 178 Gb. If we substitute this
figure in the AWS Cost Calculation as featured in section 5.4.3 (5 users per
hour) the cost of this bandwidth would be $21.24 dollars a month (first Gb is
free). This would result in the following monthly running costs.
Non-Reserved Total = $316.22
Reserved Total $155.18

7.3 Observations, Analysis and Conclusions for the Costs of
Scaling Up
Observations
Costs of Internal Hosting:
The costs of the internal hosting of the existing Process.Arts website are broadly
comparable to hosting the site in the cloud with Amazon assuming similar
bandwidth usage.
Analysis and user projections for an extended service
Of the 63% of visitors from the UK we can assume that they will mostly be
active between 06:00 and 24:00 in a day. As the international visitors rise, then
the tendency to round-the-clock use will increase (as assumed in the load tests).
Bandwidth costs can be constrained by encouraging or mandating users to use 3rd
party video services like YouTube or Vimeo, which would not be paid for by the
service and would provide a better viewing experience.
Conclusions and the estimated costs of scaling up
Running the service in its current form with existing usage in the cloud would
cost approximately $155.18 (£97.78) per month, this would equate to an annual
cost of £1,173.36. This is broadly the same as the cost of an internally hosted
solution.
If the service were to increase user numbers by a factor of approximately 4 and
all the users were making heavy use of on-site video then the annual running
costs would be similar to those indicated by the largest load test in section 5.4.
This would be $279.06 (£175.83) per month, this would equate to an annual cost
of £2,109.96.
NB Please note that Amazon web services are tax-exempt for VAT to businesses
registered in the EU21.

21

http://aws.amazon.com/tax-help/
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8 Recommendations
It is the recommendation of this report that the cloud could offer significant
benefits to the ALTO project for operating a planned national shared service
infrastructure of the kind envisaged. The project should investigate its usage
further via means of a cloud trial to actively run an existing service (with real
users) within the cloud infrastructure for a set period of time. This would gather
accurate and realistic usage figures for the service to allow budget calculations of
an entirely cloud based solution.
Given the heavy dependence on media delivery for the Process.Arts site, an
integration between Drupal and AWS Cloudfront should also be investigated
which has the benefits of improving media deliver performance for end users and
reduce the load on the web server.
A trial would also allow the project to accurately asses any potential staff
training needs for managing the infrastructure and also determine how much
resource effort is required to maintain an operational service. Given that the
project currently relies on its institutional IT department for its infrastructure, a
move to the cloud would be a major shift in the way IT infrastructure is managed
– everything from server administration (e.g. security, patching) to content
deliver would need to be managed via existing or new staff.
It is recommended that the proposed trial focus on AWS for the following
reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maturity of AWS platform
Web based console is feature rich but easy to use
Security model used by AWS e.g. key pairs and security groups
Easy snapshot backups which persist
Cloudfront content delivery
Ability to purchase reserved instances which provide a significant cost
saving

It is also recommended that a backup site on Rackspace hardware be configured
which can be deployed in case of serious fault with AWS and that a disaster
recovery workflow should be planned and tested.
The results from section 5.3.2, 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 also highlighted the need to
undertake a performance analysis of the current Process.Arts platform (Drupal).
The average sample time taken to acquire the home page (without graphics) was
significantly longer than the time required to request a static raw HTML page. It
is not unexpected that a content management system such as Drupal takes longer
to return content given the processing involved but user expectations of quick
page rendering may lead to reduced service usage (i.e. higher bounce rates) than
hoped. An analysis of the Drupal code and configuration could potentially find a
bottleneck which could be addressed and improve the site performance. This is
not surprising as the software is a prototype.

9 Conclusions
In summary, cloud services offer strong potential benefits with almost instant
and unlimited computational power, unlimited storage and flexibility. Procuring
computational and storage facilities is no longer a difficult or time consuming
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task and you simply pay for what you use and can cancel at any time. It would
be unwise to dismiss the cloud without evaluating it with a trial to determine
how it could potentially improve an existing or planned service. In some
institutional contexts this may be seen as a radical option. However for those
involved in the development and operation of a large-scale shared service, using
a cloud provider maybe an attractive option and, for some, it may be the only
viable option.
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10 Appendix A HeapTest Results
All times are in milliseconds. The first column indicates the number of threads used.
Subsequent columns follow the key XX H + YY C where XX equates to the number of heap tests performed and YY denotes the number of CPU tests
performed e.g. 10 H + 5 C means 10 heap tests and 5 CPU tests.

10.1 AWS Micro Instance
#T
1
2
3
4
5

15 H
+0C
1073
1629
1871
1886
2169

14 H
+1C
1194
1670
90758
2082
2178

13 H
+2C
1191
1589
1784
74023
6930

12 H
+3C
1228
8012
1748
18574
86268

11 H
+4C
1295
1867
2004
2335
1903

10 H
+5C
1304
1669
2360
2048
1847

9H
+6C
5222
1915
2235
2046
1693

8H
+7C
1232
80529
1650
1971
1881

7H
+8C
1171
1770
7760
1736
2102

6H
+9C
1289
1520
74544
1809
1831

5H
+ 10 C
1236
1539
1705
80683
1746

4H
+ 11 C
1131
1430
1415
1497
80971

3H
+ 12 C
14969
1613
1710
1714
1637

2H
+ 13 C
46730
1357
1421
1402
1477

1H
+ 14 C
19784
1239
1356
1307
1513

0H
+ 15 C
929
947
972
966
961

12 H
+3C
1015
614
631
595
575

11 H
+4C
1092
529
599
657
654

10 H
+5C
1059
672
700
615
566

9H
+6C
1138
654
606
703
693

8H
+7C
1188
625
680
649
643

7H
+8C
1548
723
696
623
668

6H
+9C
1210
712
698
686
648

5H
+ 10 C
1282
649
737
715
705

4H
+ 11 C
1374
671
747
671
741

3H
+ 12 C
1327
721
748
748
680

2H
+ 13 C
1415
683
773
715
780

1H
+ 14 C
1443
753
835
750
716

0H
+ 15 C
1452
756
755
703
828

10.2 AWS Large Instance
#T
1
2
3
4
5

15 H
+0C
1559
591
682
545
696

14 H
+1C
1042
685
601
621
648

13 H
+2C
1058
675
573
543
589
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10.3 Rackspace 4Gb Instance
#T
1
2
3
4
5

15 H
+0C
2038
978
736
661
714

14 H
+1C
1525
860
694
713
630

13 H
+2C
1531
828
659
730
674

12 H
+3C
1320
861
748
604
642

11 H
+4C
1343
847
638
685
641

10 H
+5C
1557
844
607
594
569

9H
+6C
1257
808
685
516
606

8H
+7C
1359
769
596
505
517

7H
+8C
1289
673
775
550
647

6H
+9C
1478
681
549
486
551

5H
+ 10 C
1474
680
580
580
468

4H
+ 11 C
1462
687
523
505
450

3H
+ 12 C
1430
679
701
507
536

2H
+ 13 C
1432
684
467
554
479

1H
+ 14 C
1359
686
463
494
479

0H
+ 15 C
1353
676
464
476
406

12 H
+3C
1150
690
597
564
556

11 H
+4C
1182
687
587
568
485

10 H
+5C
1200
696
760
501
516

9H
+6C
1215
673
561
477
498

8H
+7C
1233
715
575
531
561

7H
+8C
1246
774
543
495
573

6H
+9C
1264
761
543
493
527

5H
+ 10 C
1284
726
529
576
465

4H
+ 11 C
1289
684
694
653
488

3H
+ 12 C
1303
679
520
493
414

2H
+ 13 C
1329
683
515
600
428

1H
+ 14 C
1346
683
463
409
430

0H
+ 15 C
1312
662
453
341
413

10.4 Rackspace 8Gb Instance
#T
1
2
3
4
5

15 H
+0C
1963
807
627
643
609

14 H
+1C
1567
894
680
593
662

13 H
+2C
1134
848
770
585
601
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